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Prerequisites 

System Requirements 

• Personal computer (desktop/Laptop) with minimum of 2G memory and 

network connectivity (Ethernet or Wi-Fi). 

• Microsoft Windows 7 or higher operating system 

• Microsoft .Net Framework 4.6.1 

• For using pc-drive mode layout, either Microsoft Office or Access database 

engine must be installed on the computer. 

 

Recommended System 

The recommended system is Microsoft Windows 10 on a personal computer 

with 4G RAM or higher. The proper processor and storage is user’s choice. 

With windows 10 all the packages including .net framework is included. 

 

Designer Panel 

The RN Mark ‘Designer Panel’ is an industrial custom-made tablet PC, designed 

to be attached to RN Mark E1 printer. Using this unit is optional. 

 

Firmware compatibility 

This document describes feature and functions for RN Mark E1 printers with 

firmware version 9 and above.  To check the firmware version on your E1 printer, 

please refer to section “Operating the E1 Printer”on page 31 of this document.
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Table of icons 

Shows version and copyright information about this software 

Select your preferred language from this icon 

Generate a new layout 

Modify an existing layout 

Exit the application. 

Bookmarks; recently connected printers (only in pc optimized version) 

Print reports (only in designer panel version) 

Define the IP address/port for the printer 

Connect to printer 

Disconnect from Printer 

Return/Go back. 

Ok/Apply changes/Save 

Cancel 

Delete 

Upload; Select a layout file from hard drive and send to printer 

Change the display name for a message stored on printer 

Erase/Format the storage flash on printer 

This message is selected/loaded on printer 

Select/Load this message on printer 

Get a preview of print results. 

Zoom 
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On-screen keyboard 

Save As… 

Full Screen/Normal view 

Font sets (dynamic fonts) 

View/Modify database Source 

Ink Usage Estimate 

Start/Stop the print 

Message management console 

Print settings/parameters console 

Print head Type 

Online Mode (PC-Drive) 

Edit/Modify object 

Make a copy/Duplicate object 

Move object 

Bring to front / Send to back 

Layers/List of objects 

Shaft Encoder Enabled/Disabled 

Begin a new layout in Online Mode (PC-Drive Layout) 

Modify/Select a layout in Online Mode 

Serial Port settings 

COM-Port indicator 

Reset counters  
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Introduction 

This software is used to make printable labels for RN Mark E1 series ink jet printers. 

In this document, we call this printable label a ‘Layout’. Before printing, a Layout 

must be designed to tell the printer what to print. 

When we are designing a layout, we define the position and size of objects in the 

printable area. Some of these objects are fixed objects which don’t change in 

between prints like a logo or a LOT number. We call these objects ‘Static Objects’. 

Other objects can automatically change in between prints such as serial number, 

shift-code or date/time; let’s call them ‘Dynamic Objects’ from now on. A layout 

gets initiated with a ‘Layout Mode’ defining who will be updating the content of 

dynamic objects while printing (either the remote PC or the printer controller) 

 

When a layout design is finished, it can be saved on PC or stored on printer.  

On PC, it is saved with xml structure; which we call a ‘Layout’ 

On printer, it is saved as binary data; let’s call it a ‘Message’ 

There are 50 available spaces on RN Mark E1 printer to store messages. In this 

document, we refer to each space as a ‘Slot’ 

‘Designer Panel’ is an optional attachment for the RN Mark E1 series printers. It is 

an industrial mini-pc, suited for layout design and print operation management. 
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Using RNSoft 

Main Window 

The following figures show the start-up screen for the RNSoft. Figure 1 shows the 

optimized version to manage and operate multiple RN Mark E1 printers from a 

desktop/Laptop PC. Figure 2 shows the optimized interface to be used with RN 

Mark designer panel. This version is best fit to operate a printer from an 

attached ‘Designer Panel’ and keep its operation reports. 

 

 

Figure 1: Main window; optimized for PC 

 

 

Figure 2: Main window; optimized for ‘Designer Panel’ 
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Designing the Layout 

A layout is a schematic file which contains objects and their position in print results. 

Use this icon to modify an existing layout. Then select the file from the 

opening dialog.  

Use this icon from the main window to generate a new layout. To make a 

design, first we need to define two parameters: 

▪ Layout Mode, which defines the content generator of dynamic objects  

▪ Print-head type, which defines the height of our ‘Printable area’ (Figure 4). 

Print-head Maximum Print-Area Maximum Print Length 

18mm H:128px, W: 65536px 9.3 m 

2x 18mm H:256px, W: 65536px 9.3 m 

53mm H:382px, W: 10920px 6.1 m 

70mm H:510px, W: 8191px 4.6 m 

2x 70mm H:1020px, W: 4095px 2.3 m 

 

These parameters are asked for, only when you initialize a new layout and cannot 

be changed later. 

After selecting parameters, click on  to proceed with layout design window. 

Note: Initializing a new layout when RNSoft is connected to the printer (Error! R

eference source not found.) will skip this dialog. The print-head type and 

layout mode are selected automatically based on the current connected 

printer.  

Figure 3: New layout 
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Explaining the Layout Mode 

• A stand-alone layout can be saved in printer’s memory and the E1 printer can 

print the content independent from the computer. In fact, you will need the 

PC to design the layout and send it to the printer. Then you can disconnect 

the printer from network and it can print the saved layout on its own. All the 

printing information will be generated on the printer at print time. This type of 

layout can contain static text, dynamic text (which will be updated from an 

external source like a PLC) date, time, counter, barcode and pictures.  The 

barcodes in this message (Linear or 2D) will be static barcodes meaning that 

it cannot be changed in between prints.  

• A ‘PC-Drive’ layout is another type of layout that cannot be saved in printer’s 

memory. All the printing information will be generated on PC and sent to the 

printer over the Ethernet at print time. In this mode, each message sent from 

PC to the printer will be printed just once, and the printer will wait for the next 

message from the PC. This is also called on-the-fly printing. This type of layout 

can contain, static text, dynamic text (which will be updated from a source 

on the computer like EXCEL/CSV file or a barcode-reader connected to the 

computer), date, time, counter, barcode and pictures. Unlike the stand-alone 

layout, every barcode in pc-drive mode (Linear or 2D) is a dynamic barcode, 

meaning the content of the barcode can be changed in between prints. 

There are three different modes for online printing:  

▪ PC-Drive: simple online printing with dynamic text and barcodes. (built 

from counter, date-time and shift-code objects) 

▪ PC-Drive File-DB: A dynamic text object is linked to a database file 

(excel/csv). For every record in this database a unique print will be 

generated. 

▪ PC-Drive COM-Port: A dynamic text object is listening on PC’s serial port. 

For every incoming piece of data (from a barcode scanner or digital 

weight scale) a unique print will be generated 
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Layout design window 

In this window, the layout can be modified. Some tools are available in all layout 

modes. Other tools are just available in specific modes. 

 

 

With dual print-head layouts, a 

horizontal divider line will split 

the printing area in two 

sections. Any objects 

interacting with this divider will 

be cut off in final print results. 

To get the best print results, it is 

recommended to avoid any 

overlaps between printing 

objects and the divider line. 

 

Figure 4: Layout design window 

Tip: Double-click on the rulers to switch between pixel/mm units. 

Figure 5: Dual print-head layout 
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Here is a brief introduction for the layout design tools. 

Return; closes layout design page and goes back to previous page. 

Apply Changes; saves current layout (xml file) to the original location. 

Sometime this button does not appear in design page. For example, 

when a new layout is initiated, only ‘Save as’ is available. 

Font sets (only in Stand-alone mode); Displays a list for dynamic fonts used 

in this layout. Total number of dynamic fonts allowed in a layout is 8. 

Database Source (only in PC-drive Database File mode); Displays 

information about the database file linked to this layout. 

Print Preview; generates a preview of print result. In this preview, dynamic 

objects may look different from actual prints.  

Save As; saves a new copy of current layout file 

Ink Usage Estimate; provides an estimate of ink 

consumption for printing this layout. Total prints 

per cartridge are always less than these 

estimates because some amount of ink will be 

used to clean the print head and ink system. 

Full Screen 

Zoom level 

Layout width; Automatic or manual. 

Automatic: a padding parameter will be 

asked for, then will be added to right 

edge of the last object. 

Manual: a value can be forced as layout 

width. 

View dual print-head layouts on top of each other / Overlay mode 

Figure 6: Ink usage estimate 

Figure 7: Layout width dialog 
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Editing Tools 

Move selected object 

Edit selected object 

Delete selected object 

Make a copy of object 

Bring object to front 

Send object to back 

List of objects in the layout 

 

Design Tools 

Text Object 

This is a static object available in all layout modes. A Text object on the 

screen will look like exactly as the print result. There is no limitation for the font and 

size of this objects, so you can use any installed font on your PC. A Text Object 

can be rotated, stretched and made negative. The ‘Quick Edit Link’ option 

provides a shortcut to modify this field while print operation is in progress (Page  

27). 

Figure 8: Text Object 

Tip:  

In layout design window, selected 

objects are highlighted by green 

border. Other objects are highlighted 

with blue.  Multiple objects may be 

selected and moved together, but 

editing tools above are available only 

when a single object is selected. 
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Image Object 

This is also a static object available in all layout modes. Any selected picture 

will be converted to monochrome to be printable by OrdioX printer. Monochrome 

images have no shade of gray but only black and white pixels, hence dithering 

algorithms are useful here. Transparency and Negative options are available for 

image objects. 

 

Barcode Object 

Barcode can be used in all layout modes. Depending on the layout mode, 

the content and behavior of this object varies. There are some data constrains 

according to the selected symbology which needs to be honored. For example, 

EAN14 barcode contains 13 digits; or GS1-128 can contain up to 48 digits meeting 

AI standards explained in GS1 documentation. 

Rotation and Negative options are available for barcode objects. 

• In Stand-alone mode, the barcode behaves as a static object. It contains a fixed 

piece of data and the print result will look like exactly as it shows on the screen 

(Figure 10).  

• In PC-Drive modes, the barcode has dynamic capabilities. It may contain multiple 

fields of data like counter, date-time, dynamic text (as shown in Figure 11). Use 

the  button to add more fields. Click on any filed to remove or make changes. 

Figure 9: Image Object 
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Shape Object 

Shapes are also static objects available in all layout modes. Weight (Line 

thickness) and Fill are parameters for simple shapes. 

  

Figure 10: Barcode Object 

in Stand-alone mode 

Figure 11: Barcode 

Object in PC-Drive mode 

Figure 12: Shape Object 
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Dynamic Objects 

Counter, date/Time, shift-code and dynamic text are dynamic objects. The 

phrase ‘Dynamic’ means the object shown on the screen at ‘Design Time’ is just 

an example of how it would look like in the print result. The actual value and size 

will be calculated when the printer operation is started, we call that ‘Print Time’.  

• In PC-Drive modes, there are no limitation for the font, location and size of 

dynamic objects, as long as 10% of the object is visible within the printable area 

(90% of the objects is allowed to be outside of the printable area). 

• In Stand-alone mode, there are some limitation for the font, location and size of 

dynamic objects: 

1. Total number of dynamic objects in a layout is limited as follow: 

▪ Counter: 5 objects 

▪ Date/Time: 8 objects 

▪ Shift-code: 2 objects 

▪ dynamic Text: 10 objects 

2. Font: Any installed font on your PC can be used for a dynamic object. Multiple 

dynamic objects can share the same set of font. A set of font is composed of 

font name, size, italic, bold, negative and stretch properties. Therefore, re-using 

a font with negative will be considered as a new set of font. 

According to the limitations above, all dynamic objects and fonts are indexed. 

Each dynamic object’s index is displayed on its top left corner in a green box. 

To see a list of all dynamic fonts in current layout, use the icon. This icon shows 

memory usage information for fonts used by 

dynamic objects. Total assigned space for 

dynamic fonts in a layout is 2M bytes. You may 

use up to 8 different set of fonts in a layout. 

 

Note: Number of fonts used by static objects is not limited. Those fonts will 

not appear in the list above. 
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Counter Object 

This is a dynamic object which can be used to generate batch serial. The 

starting value can be set from printer and it will roll-over after it exceeds the 

maximum/minimum. To have a decrementing counter use a negative value for 

‘step’ parameter. The counter can also ‘repeat’ its values. Figure 13 shows the 

counter in stand-alone mode. 

 

In PC-Drive mode, the counter has a few more capabilities. Prefix, suffix and the 

option to show or hide leading zeroes. Rotation is possible, and the font size is less 

limited (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 13: Counter Object in Stand-alone mode 

Figure 14: Counter Object in PC-Drive modes 
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Date-Time Object 

This is a dynamic object is used to print date and time. Each date/time 

object is composed of one up to 12 elements. These elements are the standard 

date-time formats plus separator characters like ‘/’. You can either select a pre-

defined format from the list or define your own customized format. The last 

element must be set as ‘[end]’ element. Figure 15 shows the date-time object in 

stand-alone mode. In this mode, offset is represented in ‘Days’. 

 

In PC-Drive mode, date-time object has a few more format elements like week of 

year, day names and full month names. Also, the offset parameter can be set in 

various units: hour/day/month/year. Rotation is possible, and the font size is less 

limited (Figure 16). 

Figure 15: Date-Time Object in  

Figure 16: Counter Object in PC-Drive modes 
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Shift-code Object 

The shift-code is a dynamic text object which its content will be rendered 

at print time based on the time of day. This object is available in every layout 

mode. 

• In stand-alone mode, this object follows the same limitations for counter and 

date-time (size, position and font). The stretch and negative options are always 

available. 

• In PC-Drive modes, in addition to those above the ‘Rotation’ option is also 

available. 

The shift code durations are defined at design time. In this window, you only need 

to define the starting time of the shift. The shift’s end will be calculated based on 

start of the next shift. To define the last shift in a day, create an empty shift at its 

end (The last defined shift will always end at 23:59:59). To add break times in 

between shifts, just add a shift with blank code. 

Figure 17 shows an example for a two-shift operation day. In this example, the first 

shift starts from 8:00 and the second shift starts from 16:00. There is a 30 minute off-

time in between shifts. The production line stops at 23:30. 

 

  

Figure 17: shift-code 
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Dynamic Text Objects 

This dynamic object is a template field (without a content) at design time. 

The actual content from a data source will be placed in this field at print time.  

Here in design window, only the font, position, size and data source of this object 

is defined. The type of data source is decided when the layout mode is set: 

• In Stand-alone mode, data source is a PLC or a computer sending data over 

the Ethernet (using PLC communication protocol on page 40) or the value for 

LOT number set from the printer’s keypad (as described on page 34). 

• In PC-Drive File-DB mode, data source is a file (excel/csv) on computer. 

• In PC-Drive COM-Port mode, data source is a device (like barcode reader or 

digital weight scale) connected to the serial port of computer.  

 

 

Dynamic Text in Stand-alone mode 

Figure 18 shows the dynamic text in stand-alone mode. This object follows 

the same limitations for dynamic objects in stand-alone mode (size, position and 

font). The stretch and negative options are available. 

The option “UPPER-CASE” limits the object to use capital letters and numbers only. 

This feature makes it easier to change the LOT# from the keypad. 

Figure 18: Dynamic text in Stand-alone mode 
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The “Initial Value” for this object is useful to define a template for this object to 

print lot numbers. Choosing the right template makes it easier to set/change the 

lot# from the keypad during operation time. 

The parameter ‘Total characters’ is only used to calculate the width of this object; 

then according to its font and position on the layout, the width of the printing 

layout will be calculated. Other than that, this number is completely irrelevant to 

the number of characters that is going to be printed. 

To explain this, suppose you set this number to 10 at design time. If the PLC sends 

smaller data with 5 characters at print time, there will be a blank space in front of 

the object. On the other hand, if PLC sends larger data with 15 characters at print 

time, a part of your data may be cut off in print results. 

The index for this object (displayed in the green box on its top left corner) will be 

used as the reference to this object, so the external source can send update 

commands. For more information about how to use and update dynamic text 

object please refer to appendix ‘A’, section PLC communication Protocol (via 

Ethernet): on page 40. 

  

Note: In PC-Drive modes, a computer, running the RNSoft app, is always 

connected to the printer (via Ethernet). Therefore, reading data from an 

excel file or COM serial port is possible. In stand-alone mode, the content 

of dynamic text can be changed manually from the keypad, or by the plc 

over the Ethernet. 
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Dynamic Text in PC-Drive File-DB mode 

Before adding this object, use the  icon at top of the design window to 

select the data file (Excel or CSV format). RNSoft will use this file as a reference for 

data source. Figure 19 shows the dynamic text in ‘PC-Drive File-DB’ mode. This 

object has a link to the file you selected before.  

 

In this window, a list of available fields from your Excel/CSV file will be displayed. 

If a data file is not selected as reference, no fields will be displayed here to choose 

from. For each record of data in provided file, one print can be generated and 

sent to the printer. Selected fields and be stacked together as multi-line or 

concatenated together with a ‘delimiter’ character. 

The size of this object is calculated based on the largest record found in the 

reference data file. If you change the reference file later, you may need to open 

this window again and make sure proper fields are selected. 

 

Figure 19: Dynamic text in PC-Drive File-DB mode 
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Dynamic Text in PC-Drive COM-Port mode 

In ‘PC-Drive COM-Port’, we have the option to print incoming data from 

a barcode scanner or digital weight scale machine connected to the serial port 

of computer. Figure 20 shows this type of object.  

The format and size of the incoming data, can be anything; so, the parameter 

‘Maximum characters’ is used to calculate the width of this object (as explained 

for dynamic text in stand-alone mode).  

 

 

Parameters ‘Start Index’ and ‘Length’ allow the input data to be cropped 

(Filtered). Using the help icon  provides a visual explanation about these 

parameters. There are also two additional form of data filtering available for this 

type of object: 

• Text Mapping: to translate a pattern of text to another. Example:  

‘Rn mark’ > ‘RN Mark Inc.’ 

• Numeric Mapping: to map a range of input values to something meaningful: 

From 0 to 10 > ‘Small’ 

From 10 to 100 > ‘Medium’ 

 

Figure 20: Dynamic text in PC-Drive COM-Port mode 
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Summary of Design Tools 

 
Stand-alone PC-Drive 

PC-Drive 

File-DB 

PC-Drive 

COM-Port 

Static Text 

Total objects: unlimited 

Unlimited number of fonts 

Size/ Location: not limited * 

Shape 

Image 

Total objects: unlimited 

Size/ Location is not limited  

Barcode Static data Multiple fields of static/dynamic data 

Counter Up to 5  
Up to 8 set of 

dynamic fonts 

(shared for all) 

 

Size/ Location 

is bound to the 

printable area 

Total objects: unlimited 

Unlimited number of fonts 

Size/Location is not limited * 

Date-Time Up to 8 

Shift-code Up to 2 

Dynamic Text 
Up to 

10 
N/A 

Unlimited number of fonts 

Size/ Location is not 

limited * 

 

 

 

* Size/Location is not bound within printable area. But it is limited to be at least 

10% visible (90% of the object can be outside of printing area)  
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Managing Printers 

Based on the layout mode chosen to create a layout, it can be used either for 

online printing (from a computer connected to printer) or else it can be saved in 

printer’s flash memory (Stand-alone mode layout). The difference between these 

layout modes are explained in section ‘Explaining the Layout Mode’ on page 9. 

 

Connect to Printer 

To start communicating with RN Mark E1 printer, use the  icon in RNSoft main 

window to define its IP Address/Port (Default network settings: 192.168.0.90:17171).  

To set or change network parameters on printer please read ‘Network Settings’ 

section on page 38. 

Finally press the connect  icon. If there is a ‘Time-out’ feedback, please 

inspect the network parameters and cable connection. 

In pc-optimized version, a list of recently connected printers is collected in 

bookmark list (Figure 22) 

 

Tip: In most scenarios, ‘Stand-alone’ mode is the proper choice.  

Figure 21: Network setting in RNSoft 

Figure 22: bookmarks 
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Printer Console 

Figure 23 shows the Print Setting Console for RN Mark E1 series. This console is 

shown by pressing the  button, which contains:  

• Console header (always visible). 

• Print Preview (Currently Printing) 

• Print settings section  

Console Header section 

Print On/Off button. Red indicates print is ON. 

Disconnect from the printer 

This icon indicates printer is working in online (PC-Drive) mode 

These icons show the type of print-head and total prints 

made by this printer. 

Print Preview Section 

Shows what is currently loaded in printer’s memory. This is about to be printed 

when we turn the print ON. 

Figure 23: Print Setting Console 
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Print Setting section 

Parameters in this section show how printer handles printing. They can also be set 

from the printer’s keypad (section:  

 

Operating the E1 Printer on page 31).  

• Width: message width in pixels or mm. this parameter is read-only. 

• Speed: to synchronize the speed of printer with the conveyor. 

• Delay: to set the gap (in mm) between sensor trigger and start of print 

• Offset: only for dual-head printers; to introduce the gap between the two print-

heads. This parameter acts as additional delay for print-head#2. In other 

words, the effective delay for head#2 = delay + offset. 

• Direction/Orientation: defines the direction of object’s movement in front of 

the print head. With direction set to bi-directional (two arrows facing left and 

right) the printing direction will change in between prints. 

• Batch count: This parameter defines the batch size of factory’s print 

operation. A batch count of 10 means the printer will print 10 samples then 

automatically turns the print OFF with next sensor trigger. To print the next 

batch, operator must manually set the print ON again 

• Continuous Printing: parameter ‘count’ indicates how many prints will take 

place with a single trigger to the sensor. The sensor must remain triggered to  

• Bold: defines the number of times each pixel is printed over (print darkness). 

These icons indicate either the printer is synchronized with a ‘Shaft 

Encoder’ or not (the gray icon means encoder is disabled). With the 

shaft encoder enabled, the speed parameter becomes irrelevant. 

Expand/Collapse the print setting area. Show/hide additional 

parameters on this console. 

Selecting the option ‘ONLINE MODE’ in this console changes the appearance of 

‘Message Management Console’. In online mode, the computer or designer 
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panel must remain connected to the printer during print operation. If you are not 

sure which mode you should choose, always use Stand-alone mode. 

For Dual-head printers, the additional parameters for print-head#2 will appear 

as shown in Figure 24: Print Settings console for dual-head printers. Direction and 

orientation can be set for each print-head. 

 

 

Quick Edit Links (Stand-alone mode) 

For every ‘Counter’ and Text object with ‘Quick Edit Link’ 

enabled (described on page 12) and Dynamic Text 

(LOT#) in a message stored on printer, a shortcut button 

appears in message preview pane. These shortcuts 

provide a quick and easy way to change a LOT number 

or reset a counter value while the print is in progress. 

There are a few points to consider when using quick edit links: 

o To use the link just click on the yellow button. If the value is 

numeric, a numeric scrolling tool will appear, otherwise the 

value must be changed using the keyboard. 

o The assigned value is considered temporary, meaning it will be available as 

long as the print is in progress. The value will be reset to its initial when the 

message slot is changed, or the printer is powered on. The displayed value in 

preview pane may be different than actual value for dynamic objects. 

o It is recommended to enable this shortcut only for small text objects 

(maximum 3-4 characters). If a small part of the LOT number is subject to 

change, it is more practical to put the none-changing part into another text 

object without the quick edit link. 

Figure 24: Print Settings console for dual-head printers 

Figure 25: Quick Edit Links 
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o Every counter in a message will automatically have a quick edit link. 

o Every Dynamic Text in the message will also have a quick edit link. 

Message management console  

This console is shown with  button. In this console, we can browse through 

messages saved on printer’s memory and manage them. The console header 

section remains visible in this section. 

 

Message Management Console - Stand-alone mode 

When a ‘Layout’ is converted to binary format and saved to internal flash on 

the printer, we call it a ‘Message’. Each message will consume between 384KB-

4.6MB of storage on the printer, based on message width and fonts used by 

dynamic objects. Total storage space on the printer is 128MB. The percentage of 

used memory is also displayed in this console. This message can be selected on 

the printer using the message  icon (as explained on page 32) or from the 

‘Message Management Console in RNSoft (Figure 26). 

In this console we also have a preview of each message saved on the printer. 

Click on  icon beside message name to load it. Once the blue icon  appears 

Figure 26: Message Management Console 
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beside a message name, it indicates this message is currently loaded in printer’s 

memory and is ready to be printed. 

 

Previous/Next Message;  

Identifies selected message on printer;  

Load this message on printer (same as selecting a message from keypad); 

Add New Message (opens layout design window); 

Modify Message (opens layout design window); 

Select a layout from computer and upload to printer. 

 

Delete this message from printer 

Change the display name for this message. 

Erase/Format the storage flash on printer. (Hold Ctrl + Alt + F to show) 

Make a Back-up from printer’s memory. (Hold Ctrl + Alt + B to show) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tip: Choose filenames with plain ASCII (none-Unicode) characters to upload 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 UNICODE 
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Message Management Console - Online (PC-Drive) mode 

When the ‘ONLINE MODE’ option in print setting console is enabled, the ‘Message 

Management Console’ appearance changes as shown in Figure 27. 

 

Clear everything and initialize a new layout in PC-Drive mode 

Clear everything and initialize a new layout in PC-Drive File-DB mode 

Clear everything and initialize a new layout in PC-Drive COM-Port mode. 

Browse and select a layout in PC-Drive mode 

Modify Layout 

View/Modify data source 

Serial Port parameters 

COM-Port indicator, shows the serial port’s connectivity 

Reset all counters in this layout 

First step in this console, is to decide what kind of data source is needed. 

Then either open a pre-designed layout using  icon or initialize a new layout 

using icon. This layout can be modified using the  icon. 

Figure 27: Message Management console (ONLINE mode) 
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Operating the E1 Printer 

Using the Key-pad 

When the system is powered ON, the LCD shows 

the date and time. This interface allows the 

operator to load messages and change print 

settings without using the PC. 

 

 

 

 

 

• To view the firmware version of the printer, press and hold the  button right 

after the power switch is turned ON, before the date/time is displayed. 

• To adjust the date and time, press and hold the  button for five seconds. 

When a blinking cursor appears on screen, release the OK button. Now you 

can set the date and time by arrow  keys. Once the date and time 

are set correctly press the OK button again. 

• To reset the printer to factory defaults press and hold  +  buttons before 

turning the power on, then power ON the printer while holding the 

combination keys. When the display shows *reset* release the buttons. Now 

the printer’s Language can be set. Press OK on selected language. 
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Loading Message Layout 

To select and load the desired label, press the message  icon. In the following 

display use the arrow  keys to change the message number and then 

press the  button. The printer shows a successful message if the label is loaded 

properly.  

 

 

 

Print Start / Stop  

To start the print (Print ON) press the print  icon. The following display shows the 

print status is ON. It also shows the Direction/Orientation of the print. Press this 

button again and the print will stop (Print OFF). 

 

 

Speed and Delay/Offset 

To set the speed (mm/s) or delay/offset (both in mm): 

➢ While the print is started (Print ON) hold the  key down and press the 

Left/Right arrow keys to change the 

delay or use the UP/Down arrow keys to 

change the speed. 
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➢ While the print is stopped (Print OFF), press the  key. Initially the blinking 

cursor moves on Speed field. If you press this button again the blinking 

cursor switches to Delay field. If the printer 

is a dual-head, press again to switch to 

the Offset field. Offset is the additional 

delay for head#2.  

You may use the Left, Right, Up and Down 

arrow keys to adjust the values. After the 

speed and delay is set, press OK button.  

The offset is not applicable for single print-

head units. 

Direction and Orientation 

To change the direction and orientation of 

the print, for single-head printers: 

➢ While the print is stopped (Print OFF), press the  key. Then use the Left, Right, 

Up and Down arrow keys to change the direction and orientation. 

➢ While the print is started (Print ON) hold the  key down and use the Left, 

Right, Up and Down arrow keys to change the direction and orientation. 

➢ For single-head printers, the direction can be set to bi-directional (with * 

beside the arrow). With this option the print direction will change in between 

prints.  

For dual-head printers, Direction/Orientation can be set for each print-head.  

Press the  key to switch between Head#1 and Head#2, Then use the Left, 

Right, Up and Down arrow keys to change the direction and orientation for each 

head. 
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Menu Items 

Certain parameters can be viewed or changed in this menu. Each time you press 

the menu  icon, one of these parameters is selected. For example, press the 

menu key three times to select the “Number of prints” (Continuous Mode). Some 

parameters are read only. Some others can be set. On each adjustable 

parameter, you may use the Left, Right, Up and Down arrow keys to change the 

value.  

 

LOT #1 and LOT # 2 

If there are any dynamic text objects available in the message, their value can 

be shown/set here (the first two dynamic text) otherwise these parameters are 

N/A. If a dynamic text object is fixed to UPPER-CASE at design, here the value will 

scroll from 0 to 9 and then from A to Z. otherwise, all printable alphanumeric and 

symbol characters will be available. Use the arrow  keys to change 

the lot number. 

 

Counter #1 and Counter # 2 

If there are counters available in the message, these parameters show their value 

(the first two counters) otherwise parameters are N/A. This menu also can be used 

to set a new value for the counter. 
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Continuous print 

This parameter indicates how many prints will take place with a single trigger to 

the sensor. The sensor must remain triggered to continue printing. Use the arrow 

 keys to change this parameter. If you set the value to zero, the 

continuous mode will be in infinite number of prints. In this case, the printer will 

continuousely print as long as the print is ON and the sensor remains triggered. 

 

 

Continuous pitch 

In continuous mode, this parameter is the gap between prints. Use the arrow 

 keys to set this parameter in millimeters. If the number if prints is set to 

one, this parameter will be “Not Available”. 

 

 

Auto-Purge parameters 

The next four parameters adjust the auto-purge options which will be used to 

prevent the solvent based inks getting clogged inside the print head. This option 

should be disabled when using oil-based inks. Use the arrow  keys to 

set these parameters as follow: 

• Purge Mode: Set this parameter to “Off” for oil based inks, “Tickle” for solvent 

based inks and “Spit Out” for fast-dry solvent based inks. 

• Purge Delay: Is the number of seconds to wait after last print, before the auto-

purge starts. 

• Purge Repeat: Is the number of lines being printed at each purge. 
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• Purge Pitch: Once the auto-purge is started, this is the interval (in milliseconds) 

of purge being repeated. 

The recommended values for auto-purge are: 

• For oil-based ink: Purge Mode: Off 

• For solvent ink: Purge Mode: Tickle, Purge Delay: 1s, Purge Repeat: 1, Purge 

Pitch: 1ms 

• For fast-dry solvent ink: Purge Mode: Spit out, Purge Delay: 5s, Purge Repeat: 3, 

Purge Pitch: 1500ms 

 

 

 

 

 

Bold Level 

This parameter defines the number of times each pixel is printed over. Basically, 

this is the level of darkness of print. Use the Up/ down arrow keys to set this 

parameter. Maximum level is Three.  

Note: The bold level is not applicable when 

the shaft encoder is enabled. 

 

Shaft Encoder 

Using the shaft encoder, you can synchronize the speed of printer with your 

production line. Use the Up/ down arrow keys to switch this parameter between 
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“Enabled” and “Disabled”. When the encoder is enabled, the variant speed 

detected by encoder will be shown. 

 

Batch limit 

This parameter defines the batch size of your print operation. A batch count of 10 

means the printer will print 10 samples then automatically turns the print OFF with 

next sensor trigger. To print the next batch, operator must manually set the print 

ON again. By default, it is set to infinite, meaning the printer will continue printing 

until you set the print OFF. 

Total Prints 

These parameter is read-only. It shows the total number of prints made by this 

printer. 

 

Print-head Standby 

For dual-head printers, this option will appear to let the operator put one of the 

print-heads in standby mode. This option is useful when a dual-head printer is 

temporarily used as a single-head printer. 
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Network Settings 

To save layout messages into printer’s memory, the printer must be connected to 

a Microsoft Windows based computer. The next five parameters in menu define 

the network related parameters. Use the arrow  keys to modify these 

parameters. All parameters are static and currently there is no DHCP support to 

acquire dynamic addresses.  If you need to connect the printer to an existing 

network, please consult your network administrator, otherwise you can just use the 

default values and connect your computer to printer with a network cable. 

Note: If you choose to connect the printer directly to your PC with a cable, the IP 

Address/Mask of the E1 Printer must be within the same range as the computer. 

 

IP Address: default value is 192.168.0.90. Both 

the Computer and PLC device will connect to 

address. 

IP Mask: default value is: 255.255.255.0. 

IP Gateway: default value is 192.168.0.1. 

Port Address: (default value for PC is 17171 and 

for PLC is 17170). The Computer will connect to 

the exact value set in this menu, and the PLC 

will connect to the port address value - 1.  

MAC Address: MAC Address value is a read-

only parameter showing the hardware address 

of the printer. 
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Appendix A 

TCP Communications over Ethernet 

To communicate with E1 Printer, a TCP-Socket connection must be established. 

The printer side remote-end point (including IP address and TCP-Port) for this 

connection can be set using the key-pad and LCD on the E1 printer (as explained 

in section ‘Operating the E1 Printer’) 

The default values for network settings are:  

IP Address 192.168.0.90 

Network Mask: 255.255.255.0 

Default Gateway: 192.168.0.1 

Port: 17171 

 

Each RN Mark E1 printer supports two simultaneous connections: one for the PC 

and one for PLC Device. Both connections will use the same IP Address, but their 

port number is different. The port number for PLC device is always one below the 

port number for PC. This is explained as follow: 

• For PC connection use the IP address and port-number that is shown in printer 

menu. (Default values: 192.168.0.90:17171) This connection is used by RNSoft 

application to send message layout and system parameters from PC to the 

printer. 

• For PLC connection use the same IP address above with the port-number 

minus one. (Default values: 192.168.90:17170) For example if you set the port-

number on the printer to 4000, RNSoft on PC will connect to port 4000 and PLC 

device will connect to port 3999. The second connection is used to send 

external data (maximum 32 ASCII characters) to be injected into a dynamic 

text field in printing message layout. The protocol for this function is described 

in next section. 
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PLC communication Protocol (via Ethernet): 

 

 

Default TCP-IP parameters 

IP Address: 192.168.0.90 

Port: 17170 

 

 

Declarations 

Data-Packet: Is a unit of information containing command and parameters for one 

operation. 

TCP-Packet: Is a unit of information in network transmission. A TCP-Packet can 

contain multiple Data-Packets or one Data-Packet can be divided into multiple 

TCP-Packets. This is usually done by network driver or TCP-Socket library that is used 

for communication. In other words, multiple commands can be serialized and 

sent in one TCP/IP-Packet over the network. 

In this document, all binary values are presented as decimal.  

In this document Brackets [] are used to present a single byte value either by its 

name like [SOH] or by its value like [1]. 

 

 

Symbol Value Description 

[SOH] 1 Start of Heading: (1) byte constant binary value = 1. 

[EOT] 4 End of Transmission: (1) byte constant binary value = 4. 

[CMD]  
Command Identifier: (1) byte binary value identifying the 

type operation to be done. 

[FBK]  
Feedback Identifier: (1) byte binary value identifying the 

type of provided feedback. 
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Communication from PLC to E1 printer 

Packet Structure: 
Each data-packet starts with [SOH] and ends with [EOT]. This packet contains only one command 

in between, starting with [CMD] (1) byte command identifier followed by a certain number of 

bytes. The number of bytes depends on the command. Multiple data-packets can be sent in one 

TCP-IP packet as long as they match this structure. 

[SOH][CMD]...N bytes containing parameters or data... [EOT] 

Commands 

[CMD] one byte binary value, Available values presented in decimal: 

 48 Load message from slot#  

 49 Update Dynamic-Text object 

 50 Update Counter object 

 51 Update Date-Time object  

 52 Clear message from RAM Including background and all dynamic objects 

 53 Print ON/OFF 

 54 Pause/Resume printing (only in 'Normal' mode) 

 55 Set Print Operation Mode (Normal/Print-Once) 

 56 Resume next print (only in 'Print-Once' mode) 

 57 Request for total prints 

 58 Request for status and settings 

59 Shaft Encoder Enable/Disable 

60 Set Print Speed (mm/s) 

61 Set Print Delay (mm) 

62 Set printing area width (pixels) 

63 Send Bitmap data 
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Packet structure for [CMD]= 48     Load message 

 [SOH][48][slot-index][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 4 bytes 

Parameters 

[slot-index] one byte value from 0 to 49; index of message to be loaded. 

Remarks 

After the message is loaded, a data-packet with [FBK] =9 will be returned 

from printer. This command has no ACK feedback from the printer.  

 

Packet structure for [CMD]= 49 Dynamic Text 

 [SOH][49][object-index][object-enable][chr0][chr1][chr2]...[EOT] 

 

Packet Size variable 

Parameters 

[object-index] one byte value from 0 to 4; index of object. 

[object-enable] one byte value equal to 0 or 1 

  [object-enable]=0  disable object 

  [object-enable]=1  enable object 

[chr0][chr1]... N bytes ASCII codes for N characters to be set in field 

Example: set 'ABCD' into dynamic field#2  

[1][49][2][1][65][66][67][68][4]  

 

Packet structure for [CMD]= 50 Counter 

[SOH][50][object-index][operation][value3][value2][value1][value0][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 9 bytes 

Parameters 

[object-index] one byte value from 0 to 4; index of object. 

[operation] one byte value from 0 to 2  

  [operation]=0 disable counter 

  [operation]=1 enable counter and set the value 

  [operation]=2 enable counter, ignore value 

[value3]...[value0] Four byte values (big endian) to set value of the Counter 

(int32).  

The big endian order means [value3] is the most significant byte 

and [value0] is the least significant byte. 

 

Example: set '258' into counter object with index=0  

[1][50][0][1][0][0][1][2][4]  
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Packet structure for [CMD]= 51 Date-Time 

 [SOH][51][object-index][object-enable][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 5 bytes 

Parameters 

[object-index] one byte value from 0 to 7; index of object. 

[object-enable] one byte value equal to 0 or 1 

  [object-enable]=0  disable object 

  [object-enable]=1  enable object 

 
 

Packet structure for [CMD]= 52 Clear message from RAM 

 [SOH][52][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 3 bytes 

 
 

Packet structure for [CMD]= 53 Print ON/OFF 

 [SOH][53][value][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 4 bytes 

Parameters 

[value] one byte value equal to 0 or 1 to set print status 

  [value]=0 Print OFF 

  [value]=1 Print ON 

 

 

Packet structure for [CMD]= 54 Pause printing (only in Normal Mode) 

 [SOH][54][value][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 4 bytes 

Parameters 

[value]  one byte value equal to 0 or 1 

  [value]=0 Un-Pause/Resume 

  [value]=1 Pause Printing 

Remarks 

The pause command only works when the print status is Print-ON. 

It is recommended not to use this command in ‘Print-once’ Mode. 

The pause flag will be automatically reset when the print status (ON/OFF) is 

changed. 
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Packet structure for [CMD]= 55 Operation Mode (Normal/Print-Once) 

 [SOH][55][value][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 4 bytes 

Parameters 

[value] one byte value equal to 0 or 1 to set operation mode 

  [value]=0 Normal Mode 

  [value]=1 Print-Once Mode 

 
 

Packet structure for [CMD]= 56 Resume next print ('Print-Once' Mode) 

 [SOH][56][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 3 bytes 

Remarks 

This command has no ACK feedback from the printer. 

This command is used only in Print-Once mode. After each print, the printer 

will not print again until this command is sent. 

 

 

Packet structure for [CMD]= 57 Request for total prints 

 [SOH][57][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 3 bytes 

Remarks 

In response to this command a data-packet with [FBK] =78 will be returned 

from printer. This command has no ACK feedback from the printer. 

 

 

Packet structure for [CMD]= 58 Request for status and settings 

 [SOH][58][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 3 bytes 

Remarks 

In response to this command a data-packet with [FBK] =83 will be returned 

from printer. This command has no ACK feedback from the printer. 
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Packet structure for [CMD]= 59 Shaft encoder Enable/Disable 

 [SOH][59][value][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 4 bytes 

Parameters 

[value] one byte value equal to 0 or 1 to set print status 

  [value]=0 Disable Shaft encoder 

  [value]=1 Enable Shaft encoder 

Remarks 

Default value for this parameter can be set on the E1 printer using the 

Keypad & LCD. The value set from the PLC will be reset to default value 

when the unit is powered off. 

 

 

Packet structure for [CMD]= 60 Print Speed (mm/sec) 

 [SOH][60][SPD-H][SPD-L][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 5 bytes 

Parameters 

[SPD-H] The high-byte (most significant) of short integer value 

[SPD-L] The low-byte (least significant) of short integer value 

Remarks 

The value for speed is a 16bit short integer (big endian) presented in 

mm per sec. Default value for this parameter can be set on the E1 

printer using the Keypad & LCD. The value set from the PLC will be reset 

to default value when the unit is powered off. 

 

Example: set speed='300' 

[1][60][1][44][4]  
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Packet structure for [CMD]= 61 Print Delay (mm) 

 [SOH][61][DLY-H][DLY-L][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 5 bytes 

Parameters 

[DLY-H] The high-byte (most significant) of short integer value 

[DLY-L] The low-byte (least significant) of short integer value 

Remarks 

The value for delay is a 16bit short integer (big endian) presented in 

mm. Default value for this parameter can be set on the E1 printer using 

the Keypad & LCD. The value set from the PLC will be reset to default 

value when the unit is powered off. 

 

Example: set delay='100' 

[1][61][0][100][4]  

 

 

Packet structure for [CMD]= 62 Printing area Width (Pixels) 

  [SOH][62][W-H][W-L][EOT] 

Packet Size 5 bytes 

Parameters 

[W-H][W-L] width value. Two bytes (big endian) unsigned short integer.  

Remarks 

Usually must be used after using the clear command [CMD]=52 
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Packet structure for [CMD]= 63 Bitmap data 

 [SOH][63][L1][L0][T][W1][W0][H][N bytes of data...][EOT] 

Packet Size variant (9+N) bytes 

Parameters 
 [L1][L0] Two bytes (big endian) unsigned short integer = X coordinates of 

image. 

 [T] One byte value = 1/8 * Y coordinates of image.  

 [W1][W0] Two bytes (big endian) unsigned short integer = image width. 

 [H] One byte value = 1/8 * image height 

 [N bytes of data]... 1 bit per pixel vertical scan of bitmap image data: 

  

Remarks 
o Location-Y must be a multiple of 8 from 0 up to 120 (376 for proton) hence [T] is an 

integer from 0 to 15 

o Image height must be a multiple of 8, up to 128 (or 384 for proton) hence [H] is an 

integer from 1 to 16 

o Image location-Y + Image height must be 128 or less, hence [T] + [H] <=16 

o Image location-X + Image width 

o length of bitmap data =1/8 * image height * Image width = [W1][W0] * [H] 
o each byte contains data for 8 pixels (vertical), least significant bit represents the top 

pixel; 0 bits indicate white pixels (no ink) and 1 bits represent black pixel (shoot ink) 
o Values for parameters 'L' and 'W' are presented in bits (pixels) 
o Values for parameters 'T' and 'H' are presented in bytes (pixels / 8) hence image height 

and Y coordinate of the bitmap are bound to multiples of 8. 
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Communication from E1 printer to PLC 

Packet Structure: 
Each packet of data starts with [SOH] and ends with [EOT]. This packet contains feedback 

information, starting with [FBK] (1) byte feedback identifier followed by a certain number of 

bytes. The number of bytes depends on the feedback type. 

[SOH][FBK]...N bytes containing data... [EOT] 

 

Feedback signals 

[FBK] one byte binary value, Available values presented in decimal: 

 6 ACK, a command received successfully 

 9 A Message loaded flash memory 

 7 Sensor triggered 

 10 Print done, waiting for resume command (only in 'Print-Once' Mode) 

 21 Reserved (for NAK/Invalid command received) 

 78 Total Prints (In response to [CMD]=57) 

 83 Print Status/Settings (In response to [CMD]=58) 

 

 

Packet structure for [FBK]= 6  ACK/Command received successfully 

 [SOH][6][value][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 4 bytes 

Parameters 

[value] = one byte value equal to [CMD] that has received. 

Remarks 

value can be 49,50,51,52,53,54,55,59,60,61,62,63 

This feedback is not provided for [CMD]=48,56,57,58 as they have their own 

feedback data. 
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Packet structure for [FBK]= 9  A Message loaded from flash memory  

 [SOH][9][slot-index][MN15][MN14]...[MN0][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 20 bytes 

Parameters 

[slot-index] = one byte value equal to the slot-index of the loaded message 

[MN15][MN14]...[MN0] = 16 bytes containing the null-break string of loaded 

message name. 

Remarks 

The message name string is always 16 bytes. It contains the ASCII code for 

message name (1 to 16 characters) and the extra bytes are filled with null 

(ASCII Code=0)  

 

Example: the following data-packet indicates message named 'ABCD' is loaded 

from slot#5. No matter how long the message name is, this packet is 

always 20 bytes. 

[1][9][5][65][66][67][68][0][0][0][0][0][0][0][0][0][0][0][0][4]      

  

 

Packet structure for [FBK]= 7 Sensor triggered 

 [SOH][7][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 3 bytes 

 

 

Packet structure for [FBK]= 10  Print done, waiting for resume 

 [SOH][10][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 3 bytes 

Remarks 

This feedback is provided only in Print-Once mode. It lets the PLC know that 

printer is ready to be updated.  
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Packet structure for [FBK]= 78 Total Prints (Response to [CMD]=57) 

 [SOH][78][TPG3][TPG2][TPG1][TPG0][TP3][TP2][TP1][TP0][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 11 bytes 

Parameters 

[TPG3]...[TPG0] Four bytes (big endian order) as unsigned integer (int32) for total 

prints since printer is manufactured. 

[TP3]...[TP0] Four bytes (big endian order) as unsigned integer (int32) for total 

prints since the message is loaded on printer. 

The big endian order means [TP3] is the most significant byte and [TP0] 

is the least significant byte. 

 

Example: The following data-packet contains this information: 

[1][78][0][0][1][4][0][0][0][3][4] 

Total prints since manufacture date= 260 (1x256+4x1) 

Total prints since printer powered on = 3 

 

 

Packet structure for [FBK]= 83 Print status/settings (Response to [CMD]=58) 

 [SOH][83][byte0][byte1]....[byte12][EOT] 

 

Packet Size 16 bytes 

Parameters 

[byte0]: one byte as ‘Print Status’ (0= print is OFF, 1= print is ON) 

[byte1]: one byte as ‘Shaft Encoder’ status (0= disabled, 1= enabled) 

[byte2,3]: two bytes (big endian) unsigned short integer (int16) as Speed 

(mm/sec) 

[byte4,5]: two bytes (big endian) unsigned short integer (int16) as Delay (mm) 

[byte6,7]: two bytes (big endian) unsigned short integer (int16) as Message 

width (pixels) 

[byte8to12]=0 reserved 

 

 

 

 


